From: Burnell, Micheal <Micheal.Burnell@gavilon.com>
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 11:56 AM
To: Oppy, Andrew E <aoppy@purdue.edu>; Taylor, Daniel C. <taylordc@purdue.edu>
Cc: Schmitt, Matthew <Matthew.Schmitt@gavilon.com>; Hannan, Casey <Casey.Hannan@gavilon.com>
Subject: Gavilon Hiring

Andy, Dan

Gavilon is looking to hire part time help and thought if we could find some Purdue talent that would be great. Locations Rensselaer and Ladoga are needing help this summer and through the fall. Hours would be flexible, pay would be $20/hr. Job task would vary and would include housekeeping, loading and unloading trucks, and other general work at the elevators. All training would be on the job training. This would also be an easy way to learn about Gavilon and for us to learn about them for potential employment with internship and our trainee program. Anyone interested could send their information to this email.

Would you guys be able to send this out to your students to see if we could find any interest?

Thanks! Hope everyone is going well for you guys!